shooting lesson
TWO EYES, OR ONE?
Dr Malcolm Plant explains how to tackle ‘hidden’ clays
for those who shoot with both eyes or just one eye open
LEAD
The Institute of Clay
Shooting Instructors was
formed in the 1980s to
provide qualified coaches
with opportunities for
further professional
development, by the
provision of seminars,
workshops, practical
activities and educational
visits. ICSI coaches can be
found at www.ICSI.org.uk

For a rising teal, the
Gun must place the
shot above the clay
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you sit it on top of the gun as you shoot.
Or you could shoot it on the way down, by
shooting underneath, if it’s still in range.
This concept of the clay being ‘hidden’
under the gun is a challenge for those who
shoot with both eyes open, but it’s an even
more serious difficulty for shooters who
have to close an eye to overcome a mastereye problem, such as a right-hander who has
to close a left master-eye. But here we can
explore this further and find some solutions.
With the driven, overhead clay, two-eyed
shooters can be ‘aware’ of the position
of the clay under the gun by using their

other eye. This is what some trap shooters
call “looking through the gun.” For both
one-eye and two-eye-open shooters, it is
also possible to simply learn the instinctive
timing for low or medium height overhead
driven targets. You make it ‘disappear’
and then shoot. However, it is much more
difficult to consistently reproduce such
instinctive timing for high driven targets.

TAKE A STANCE
You might think it would be easier if we
could see the clay. Well, for high driven
targets you can manage this in four ways:
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T

rue driven birds, straight
over your head, and springing
teal are all targets with
something in common. To put the
lead (forward allowance) on both
types of target, you must make the
clay disappear under the gun.
For a rising teal, the Gun must place the
shot above the clay and for the true driven
target the shot must be placed further out
along the flightline, over your head, or just
slightly in front of the shooting position.
With the teal target, you may be able to wait
until it reaches its zenith and stops, letting

Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman of
the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
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Turn sideways and take the
clay as an overhead crosser, an
approach which also has the great
benefit of allowing you to adjust your
gun to the changing flightline should a
sudden gust of wind catch the target.
With high driven clays you usually have
plenty of time to get yourself set up.

You can either turn right to take it as
a left-to-right crossing shot...

...or left to take it as a right-to-left
crosser, the decision is much to do
with personal preference

If time is tight you can get into
position to take it as a crosser by
only moving one foot — here the
right...
» £10 million civil liability

insurance cover for ALL
shooting sports (except
mounted hunting and
subject to the policy
document in force).

» £30,000 personal
If time is more restricted, say you are
pheasant shooting, it is possible to get your
upper body into an acceptable position with
the movement of just one of your feet.
Whether you turn the high target into a leftto-right crosser or right-to-left crosser is
partly personal preference. If it is drifting
slightly to your left it would naturally become
a right-to-left, for example. If it absolutely
over your head, either way is possible.

accident cover.

» £5 million professional

indemnity insurance for
coaches, instructors,
safety officers, referees,
affiliated county and
regional committee
members and volunteers.

» Free advice service to

all members, shoot
organisers and affiliated
clubs of all sizes.

Need extra help?

To check out previous
tuition articles, visit
www.sportinggun.co.uk
...and here the left

Dropping a shoulder is
another possibility, but it
does require some practice,
and does not suit everyone.
In essence, we are turning
the target into a crosser
without moving our feet. The
upper body is dipped into the
flightline of the clay. If the
target is slightly to your left,
the right shoulder is dropped.
If the target is slightly to
your right the left shoulder
is dipped – more difficult in
the case of a right-hander.
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Drop a shoulder to turn
a target into a crosser

Another tactic is to shoot
up the side of the target
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Shooting up the side
of the target. Here, the
shooter stands as if to shoot the
clay as a classic, instinctively
timed, ‘make it disappear’
target. However, the muzzles
are placed just to the side of
the clay. For the right-handed
shot, the gun should be placed
just to the left of the clay, so the
right eye can see the clay, just
to right of the barrels. But now
the right eye can see how much
in front of the clay we wish to
place the shot pattern. The
technique relies on the spread
of the pattern to break the
clay and on a high clay there
is plenty of pattern spread!
This technique also requires

some practice and suffers
from the disadvantage that if
the target curls, or is blown
under the gun, then you will
lose visual contact. For oneeye-open shooters, who close
a master-eye, one of these
techniques provides a much
greater chance of success than
relying on the difficult ‘‘make
it disappear,” instinctive timing
or guesswork to achieve the
lead for a high driven target.
The fourth choice for the
one-eyed shooter is to
establish target contact,
line and speed with the
offending master-eye closed,
but to then open the eye,

before applying lead, so that
they can ‘see’ the target under
the gun. The momentum
of the gun will keep the
muzzles on the correct line.
If the target presentation
allows, turning sideways to
shoot it as a high crosser is the
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A ‘one-eyed’ shooter can
open both eyes before
applying lead

best choice. Unfortunately,
a one-eyed shooter has fewer
options on the springing teal,
but they can still connect with
it if they guess the lead with
instinctive timing or shoots
up the side, so they can see
the lead. The best option, if
this is possible, is to shoot the
target at its zenith or, if the
presentation and rules allow,
on the way down. The clay
should be seen clearly on its
flightline, above the gun. And
don’t forget, if you are going
to shoot it at the top, keep
your head on the stock. Many
top-of-climb teal are missed
high, particularly if the targets
are thrown as a pair. SG

problem with your
shooting?

If you have a question about
your shooting technique,
write to Sporting Gun, Time
Inc (UK), Blue Fin Building,
110 Southwark Street,
London. SE1 0SU or email
sportinggun@timeinc.com
and we’ll get one of our
expert coaches to answer it.

pRIVATE TUITION

If you’re looking for shooting
tuition, pay a visit to the
CPSA website at www.
cpsa.co.uk/coaches to find
shooting instructors and
coaches in your area.
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